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Partnerships are a
complete waste of time.
This was our response in 2016 when Enviu founder Stef van Dongen
told us, in his handover, that building partnership was one of the key
elements of Enviu’s success formula.
Now, fast forward to 2022 — we have to admit that we were wrong.
Earlier this year, the Enviu management team — Ankie, Paul and
Michiel — reflected on 2021. As we pored over the impact reports of
our programs, something clearly stood out. Our programmes and
ventures were going places and propelling impact, for an important
part, because of our successful partnerships.
At Enviu, we ideate, build, and replicate ventures to drive a sustainable and inclusive economy. How do we get these solutions to drive
the fundamental change we envision? That is where our partners
step in: to make our work happen, to make it bigger and better.
So an important lesson that we have learned over the past six years
is that the vision of our founder, Stef, couldn’t be more accurate these
days: partnerships are a key element driving Enviu’s impact. Without our partners, we would surely not be where we are today. As our
friends at the IKEA Foundation put it: “Even if we fund a successful
pilot, one organization cannot take it to scale on their own. We need
partnerships. We need other stakeholders who bring in different
expertise and unique selling points. If we must make an impact at
scale, we must do it through partnerships.”
We are still skeptical of many partnerships. Our impact market has
been overflooded with them. Oftentimes, it seems like a concept or
goal by itself. At Enviu, we focus on deliberate, action-driven partnerships. With like-minded organizations joining forces, we are
actively working together with a concrete purpose; directly and
veritably creating value for our mission of change.
This report demonstrates the impact that the partnerships have had
on us, and most importantly, on the people and the planet. We will
continue to keep partnerships a main asset in successful venture
building, just as our founder envisioned.
Happy Impacting,

MICHIEL
ELICH

PAUL VAN
DER LINDEN

ANKIE VAN
WERSCH-LENDERS

Michiel Elich
Paul van der Linden
Ankie van Wersch-Lenders
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TA B L E O F C O N T E N T S

ENVIU 2022 IN NUMBERS
45.

9.
WORLD-CHANGING COMPANIES
IN THE NEWS

EXPONENTIAL GROWTH,
EXPONENTIAL IMPACT
46.
48.
50.

13.

KOINPACK
REWEAVE
FOODFLOW

Our first venture,

Energy Floors, has joined forces
with Coldplay to create awareness for the energy transition

55.

REBUILDING A VALUE CHAIN FOR
ZERO PERCENT FOOD LOSS

REWEAVING THE TEXTILE
INDUSTRY

16.

58.

FOLLOWING AN AVOCADO

21.
THE STORY OF KOINPACK

CONNECTING THE DOTS IN
AN OTHERWISE FRAGMENTED
TEXTILE ECOSYSTEM

We are working
together with

100%

100+

non-profit organization

over
30.000.000

We have (co)founded

39.
ALL HANDS ON DECK TO LAUNCH
THE WORLD’S 1st HYDROGEN
FUELED WATER TAXI

Our venture

24

Three Wheels United topped
our biggest venture investment this year by raising

impact-first

$10.000.000

63.
HOW MISSION REUSE IS MAKING
REUSABLES THE NEW NORMAL

Since founded in 2004
we have spent over

1.000.000

ventures in the last
12 years, which is
unique in the world

71.
Through our FoodFlow program, we avoided a loss of over

INTERVIEW: IKEA FOUNDATION’S
VIVEK SINGH TALKS ABOUT OUR
EVOLVING PARTNERSHIP

partners

people have danced
on their energy floors

hours on driving impact

29.

Enviu is a
steward-owned

WHY COLLABORATION BETWEEN
COMPANIES AND A VENTURE
STUDIO IS A WIN-WIN

79.
LET’S BE PARTNERS IN ACTION

330 tonnes of food

for financing new electric
rickshaws

Our FoodFlow and
Reweave ventures together
have generated

Smallholder farmers saw their average
income increase by 20%

We are a team of

43 people
spread across

5 countries

with

9 nationalities

2016 jobs

Our interventions ensured

1.334 million litres
of water were saved
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If you want
to go fast,
go alone.
If you want
to go far, go
together.
– African Proverb

2022

9.
WORLD-CHANGING COMPANIES
IN THE NEWS
Our job is building ventures that serve people and
the planet. But a huge reason why these companies
go on to be world-changing is that they showcase
to the world that it is possible — to inspire others
to do the same, to make it easier for businesses to
adopt sustainable practices, and to break barriers.
Open the newspapers and there are enough stories
of shit hitting the fan. We want to make sure there
are stories being told of how change IS happening
today. Getting our ventures on a stage is not
because we like the attention, but because it is
essential to transition into an economy that
serves people and the planet.
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We launched a new five-year
textiles program in partnership
with CAIF and IKEA Foundation
to build and showcase a sustainable value chain for the apparel
industry in India.

Our venture Uptex won
the global P4G state-ofthe-art partnership award.

,

,
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REBUILDING A VALUE CHAIN
FOR ZERO PERCENT FOOD LOSS
How a strategic set of interlinked businesses and
partners can drive system change.
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In a business ecosystem, companies co-evolve capabilities around a
new innovation: they work cooperatively and competitively to support
new products, satisfy customer needs, and eventually incorporate the
next round of innovations.

At Enviu, we believe
(re)building an integral
value chain is the key
to fundamentally
changing a system.

At Enviu, we are solving
complex issues. That is why we
need multiple interlinked solutions that build on one another
towards the same goal.
Enviu takes a pioneering role
and strategically takes this
business ecosystem approach
as part of the planning of successful, cooperating ventures.
We invite other businesses to
join and showcase a new
approach that others can take
inspiration from and build
further.
With FoodFlow, we have proven
how a planned business ecosystem, and a strategic set of
interlinked businesses can
drive system change.
In Kenya, the average fruit
and vegetable value chain and
sourcing from smallholder
farmers sees up to 50% of
post-harvest loss.
By building multiple collaborative business models, which
address the inefficiencies in
the supply chain, we have
proven that it is possible to
have 0% post-harvest losses.
We also do it in a way where
every stakeholder benefits.

PICTURES:

FOODFLOW

With only one solution, you
neither solve nor change the
existing system. That’s why we
took a holistic approach, and

together with our partners, we
built multiple solutions.
For example, to make cold
chain innovation accessible to
farmers, we built a unique business model around the
cold room technology of Ecozen Solutions. This resulted in
SokoFresh. However, simply
placing a cold room at the farm
level won’t work. Farmers have
no incentive to use SokoFresh’s
cold room: Why store your
produce in a cold storage
facility if it isn’t going anywhere?
Hence, we needed to focus on
market access and facilitating
that trade. Teaming up with
Digifarm allows us to pay farmers directly, on the spot, so they
don’t have to wait more than a
week for their income.
We are also exploring the
certification of small farmers,
together with One Acre Fund, to
open up new overseas markets
such as Europe. This allows us
to double their incomes further.
In another part of the value
chain, we worked together with
Taimba to streamline urban
distribution, and get the
produce to the small kiosks in
the cities (mama mboga’s) with
minimal losses. The final
challenge is what to do with
the ‘ugly’ produce that no one
wants to buy — the rejects.

Here, a value-added solution
(Shambani Pro) forms the final
piece of the puzzle. Processing
those rejects into new products
that have a new market, like
avocado oil. Shambani Pro
worked with Avomeru and Safi
Power to set up the oil press
and the solar power installation,
and builds on the market linkage business to access markets.
Just like we believe (re)building
an integral value chain is the
key to fundamentally changing
a system, we need funding
partners who believe in our
entrepreneurial approach to
make this happen.
Luckily, we have found the right
partners who trust our process

and have been crucial in
enabling us, and in turn, the
impact we make:
IKEA Foundation,
DOEN Foundation,
Rabobank Foundation,
PREO / UKAID,
EEP Africa,
P4G,
WE4F / GIZ.

CURIOUS TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT THE
PROCESS?
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LEGEND

THE JOURNEY OF AN AVOCADO

ACTION

1.

PARTNERS

Our journey starts
with an avocado
growing in the sun
in Murang'a.

4.

5000+

NUMBER OF
FARMERS

Overnight the produce is transported. SokoFresh
ensures that the transportation is done professionally and in crates, so less avocados are lost and the
quality is maintained.

PERCENTAGE OF
POST-HARVEST
FOODLOSS
PERCENTAGE
OF INCOME
INCREASE

SokoFresh facilitates the aggregation
of all the produce into cold storages.
We currently have 9 cold storages in 9
counties. The plan is to double this by
next year!

3.

Ecozen Solutions have been providing
off-grid solar-powered cold storages
to SokoFresh from the start.

Meet Esther, the avocado farmer

2.

“I live with my daughter and my two grandchildren on
this one-acre land. I grow maize, beans, bananas, and
avocado. Avocados occupy the largest area because
it gives me good returns when I sell the harvest. I have
about 15 trees, and I am still planting more. Out of the
15, I harvest from 10. The other five are not yet mature.
Brokers used to buy avocado fruits at 3 shillings per
piece, and we barely made anything out of the crop.
However, things really changed with SokoFresh, as
their price is about four times more than the middleman's rates. SokoFresh buys at KES 65 a kilo, and they
are very transparent. A kilo holds an average of five
fruits, and I harvest an average of 600 kilos from the
trees in a season.
I now carry out activities that were previously challenging. I use the income to buy fertilizer for the maize, and
purchase other farm inputs. I also assist other family
members when they have financial challenges.”

Once our farmers’ produce is
ready, SokoFresh scouts and
harvests from different farmers.
20%
,

5%, compared to 50%
traditionally
Thanks to partners like DigiFarm,
we can pay the farmer on the
spot. Immediate payment ensures they have a positive
cash flow and the ability
to keep a record. This helps
in taking out loans and
making their case to other
buyers.
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BACK TO STEP 1:
TO THE FARM

Taimba focuses on the local market by running
an urban distribution platform that directly
serves mama mboga's (vegetable vendors).
Because the mama mboga's now don’t have to
go to the market at 4 am, this saves them
precious time and gives them a better price.
Taimba’s app also ensures the supply and
demand is regulated and predictable.
Enviu supported Taimba, an already
existing company, in a project funded by
DOEN Foundation, in order to support
scaling and develop business operations.

Meet Esther, the Mama Mboga
“I buy vegetables from Taimba because
they are fairly priced and good quality.
The most important thing is that they
deliver on time. I no longer have to worry
about waking up early in the morning to
go the market myself to make direct
purchases. That time is now better used
to bond with my family.”

10%

6.
LOCAL MARKET

<2%, traditionally it’s 10%

Shambani Pro turns waste into value: This is the last piece of
the puzzle to ensure 0% food loss! The reject avocados, which
are not fit for consumption, are bought against fair prices and
processed into avocado oil, providing farmers with a new revenue
stream.

REJECTS
EXPORT TO INTERNATIONAL MARKET

7.

EEP Africa funding has supported the key initial developments
of Shambani Pro. Cooperating with Avomeru for technical insights, and Safi Power for the solar PV installation has resulted
in the very first solar-powered microfactory for value addition
at farmgate.
200
>50%
0%

5.
Certification of smallholder farmers allows us to ship
to Europe! If the farmer and the cold storage have
certified Good Agricultural Practices, this unlocks
new premium markets, where the produce is sold
against premium prices.
Enviu, SokoFresh and One Acre Fund are working on
the certification and inclusion of farmers in global
markets under P4G partnership funding
100%

8.
This oil is then sold to buyers, which
have quite high margins, thus giving the
farmers added income. Shambani Pro
is facilitating economic activities and
so building potential future opportunities for rural communities, which
largely comprise women.
Shambani Pro worked with Avomeru
and Safi Power to set up the oil press
and the solar power installation.

Meet James Kamau, the Farmer Lead
“In my work as a farmer lead, I visit so many farmers like me, whose
livelihood depends on what they can sell from their farms. I also get
to see the amount of produce that is rejected, which forces us to
either sell them at throw-away prices to any buyer we can get or
just discard them. This has always broken my heart.”
“I attended the SokoFresh farmer engagement session on value
addition, where they explained something valuable to us: By taking
a couple of hours out of our days and dedicating it to drying our
rejected avocado produce, we can add value and double the income.
It entails simple tasks such as harvesting, ripening, washing, slicing
and drying the produce through naturally available solar. I thought to
myself, ‘wow, this is great!’ I also thought that as a farmer lead, I
could help elderly farmers who are not capable of taking part in
these pre-processing activities, by offering my premises and drying
their produce on their behalf for a small fee. This could be a great
opportunity for other young farmers, too.”

9.

i
After the oil pressing, the only leftover is the pulp from the shells. But
even here, we can close the loop and form a circular system: the organic
avocado waste can become feedstock for the black soldier fly, a little
bug that was recently known to be an excellent feed for livestock and
fish, and for producing organic fertilizer that can be used on the farm.
Shambani Pro is working on partnerships to achieve this.
The application of organic fertilizer on the farm is one of many sustainable agricultural practices that are part of Regenerative Agriculture.
Regenerative farming is a sustainable approach to food production that
improves the environment and livelihoods. It’s about reclaiming land,
restoring soil health, and regenerating natural resources through agroforestry, permaculture, and other methods.
We continue to partner with IKEA Foundation to build a business ecosystem that will transition farmers to use regenerative techniques and
create a sustainable land-use system, at scale.
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21.
THE STORY OF KOINPACK
How reusable plastics are becoming desirable.
PICTURE BY: COMPASSLIST
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You might have come up with the most innovative and impactful
business concept possible; however, if no one wants to use it, how
impactful is it?
Displacing decades of disposable consumer
behavior is no easy task. Sustainabilitydriven businesses are trying to navigate this
challenge while dealing with higher (initial)
costs, and a lack of accessible investment.
For an impactful business to measure up,
it can’t just be good; it has to be great — a
convincing and desirable challenger to its
unsustainable competition. At Enviu, all our
ventures are designed with desirability at
the core of their business models, alongside
impact.
However, what does designing for desirability look like? Does it mean convenience?

A cheap price? Superior marketing?
Maybe.
Cracking the desirability dilemma means
leveraging a lean design methodology,
developing a deep understanding of the
market and its local context, and iteratively
creating, testing and improving a solution
that makes the target audience tick.
Over the past three years at our Zero Waste
Living Lab Program (ZWLL), we have been
building a venture called Koinpack. The venture’s journey, development, and success
show the importance of designing and
collaborating for desirability.

2022
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Warungs, the starting
point of Koinpack

are often just for one-time use. If customers
wanted to ration their sachet of soap or
detergent, they were forced to engage with
Indonesia is at the heart of the world’s plas- a messy and inconvenient system that led
tic crisis. Of the plastics that the corpora- to waste, leaks and over-consumption.
tions mainly use, a particularly pernicious
The solution seemed simple: a returnable,
form of waste is the ubiquitous single-use
reusable, resealable alternative. That’s where
plastic sachet. These small, multilayered,
and impossibly difficult-to-recycle sachets Koinpack started. The local team reached
out to warung owners and began their early
are of little value to any waste ecosystem.
They are consumed — and wasted — to the pilots.
tune of 5.5 million per day. To tackle this
problem, we founded our venture Koinpack.
They sold their reusable alternative alongside sachets in (three to five) stores across
This is Koinpack’s proposed solution: a reus- Jakarta and further incentivised them with
able delivery system, and an alternative to
a reclaimable deposit. Their reusable alterproducts currently delivered via single-use
native was backed by a simple tech system:
sachets. However, where do we start?
warung owners would scan a QR code, record the customer's name or phone number
Single-use sachets are popular in Indonesia and then have the transaction, sales, stock
for a reason: they’re both extremely cheap
and cashback recorded.
and incredibly accessible to low-income
consumers. Both these factors are driven by While the team found a degree of success,
the need for convenience. Being that, can a the pilot wasn’t successful enough. It still
complex return system compete with conve- required a higher return rate and greater
nience?
consumer adoption.
Like all Enviu ventures, we started by
employing a lean start-up and humancentered design methodology to efficiently
build a venture that meets the needs of its
end users, rather than our assumptions.
The starting point was learning, shadowing
and interviewing customers to understand
the decisions that led to the purchase of
sachets, and the major pain points within
this existing system.

Customers frequently purchased these
sachets from local convenience stores
known as warungs. Price and convenience
were a driver of the majority of purposes,
but there was no shortage of complaints.
Single-use sachets, as the name suggests,

So what now?

24

How collaborations
boosted desirability
The problem was the nature
of the product and the
nature of the warungs.
No matter how simple the
reuse system was, Koinpack’s
user experience was such
a rapid departure from the
‘take, use, dispose of’ cycle,
that some level of explanation was still needed.
Warungs are a low interaction point of purchase
where customers swing by
to make a quick purchase.
To put it simply, customers
weren’t ready to have a conversation about a new reuse
system.
So what now?
That question led the team
to explore two crucial aspects: boost the products'
desirability, and create a

IMPACT MAGAZINE

valuable network to increase
awareness around their
product. The outcome was
two collaborations.
The first was with Austrianbased ALPLA, a global supplier of plastics. ALPLA has
been keen to get involved
with Koinpack, driven by the
awareness that their industry must be part of the solution. And so, ALPLA supplied
Koinpack with the premium
and durable reusable packaging needed to last multiple
cycles of use and effectively
reduce the consumption of
single-use packaging. This
crucial early-stage collaboration brought on board
years of expertise that
allowed Koinpack to skip
expensive product development and focus on increasing the desirability of their
solution. The reusables
obtained from ALPLA were
resealable, leak-free and

made it easy for users to
portion their products. They
matched sachet cost and size
whilst being superior in terms
of user experience.
The second collaboration was
a little closer to home. Waste
banks, or “bank sampah” as
they’re known in Indonesia,
are community-based waste
management initiatives that
encourage local households
to divert their waste away
from landfills, via segregation
and exchange for currency.
Waste banks are not just a
site for waste segregation
and exchange, but a space for
education and a key stakeholder in tackling Indonesia’s
waste problem.
Koinpack initially reached out
to two waste banks in West
Jakarta and received a warm
welcome. Its customers had
a high rate of interaction and
a high degree of environmen-
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tal awareness, representing
the perfect early adopters
for Koinpack.

text to deliver it to customers at a time and place that
makes sense.

Acting as a point of sale was
a first for these waste banks,
but a collaboration proved
to be a perfect match.

Working with these waste
banks proved that by leveraging the team's deep understanding of local markets
and collaborating locally,
they could build awareness,
find new customers and
make a more desirable
product.

Supplying Koinpack with a
steady stream of highly engaged customers, the waste
banks also acted as a point
of education with the staffers happy to act as ambassadors for Koinpack.
This collaboration was a
breakthrough in Koinpack’s
mission to become a desirable solution, and is representative of Enviu’s overall
approach to venture building.
It is not simply enough to
design a product and bring it
to the market. A product or
solution must be deeply intertwined within a local con-

This opened the door for a
slew of collaborations that
would further Koinpack’s
growth and adoption down
the road.

Collaborating
with communityled waste banks in
Indonesia is representative of Enviu's
overall approach to
venture building.

Next, impact at scale
As they continued to sell at
waste banks and warungs,
Koinpack gradually introduced more sales channels.
First, they leveraged peerto-peer salespeople who
doubled as product ambassadors. These were female
micro-entrepreneurs, who
have a strong environmental
drive and identify with the
idea of being part of a
solution.
At the same time, Koinpack
was developing the tech
needed to rapidly scale. The
team built an online sales
channel where customers
could get reusables delivered anywhere within the
Greater Jakarta area.
They also partnered with
zero-emission city logistics
company Westbike to en-

26

sure that Koinpack’s delivery of the reusable
product is sustainable.
Seeking collaboration to increase impact
and desirability took Koinpack further than
just adding new points of sale. Local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) that
campaigned to solve the nation's plastic
problem, proved to be like-minded partners
and effective amplifiers of Koinpack’s
solution. To these NGOs, having a living and
working example of the problem they were
seeking to resolve was an excellent tool in
their campaigning toolkit and a win-win
collaboration for both parties.
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The future for Koinpack
In the meantime, the venture has been validated in the market and is growing rapidly.
It has reached over 2,500 consumers and
replaced over 310,000 single-use packaging.
Now poised for scale, Koinpack is building
and iterating upon its tech as it pivots to a
platform-based service with room and potential for rapid scale.

But perhaps, what’s more exciting for the
venture is the opportunity that further
In 2022, Enviu and GIDKP launched the
collaboration will bring. Today, major fastReuse In Jakarta program. GIDKP (Gerakan
moving consumer goods (FMCGs) and
Indonesia Diet Kantong Plastik) is an
suppliers, who delivered their products in
Indonesian expert in advocacy, education
single-use packaging, are conscious about
and awareness building. As part of the Reuse cleaning up their value chains.
in Jakarta, Enviu is connecting with the
government of Jakarta to build a local show Koinpack is now working with two of the
to build a local showcase for reuse solutions world’s largest FMCGs to pilot reusable
in the capital city, as well as work on advopackaging for their flagship brands.
cacy, education and campaigning on reuse
Attracted by Koinpack’s traction with
solutions, whilst closely involving the local
consumers, these partners were further won
communities.
over by the team with deep on-the-ground
expertise, strong test-based methodology,
Koinpack is giving masterclasses to local
a high degree of agility and the ability to
communities to educate them on reuse
rapidly respond to change. Going forward,
solutions and empower them to become
these international corporate collaborations
change-makers. As part of this, new waste
will represent an incredible opportunity to
banks are being onboarded to offer prodleverage decades of expertise and a highly
ucts in reusable packaging in their locations. developed infrastructure spanning Indonesia to deliver real, meaningful impact at
Through building these partnerships and
scale.
actively fostering collaboration, Koinpack
had built a strong foundation for impact
Koinpack was never designed with the
and a desirable product.
expectation that customers would simply
accept reuse as a concept. The team in
Indonesia was persistent in increasing the
Just like local
desirability of the solution, taking nothing
for granted. Ultimately, creating impact isn’t
collaboration set
about a shiny new app, an innovative new
the foundation for
product or nurturing an utmost passion for
Koinpack, international
impact. It’s about constantly questioning
your assumptions, being open to change
collaboration will help
and never being afraid to reach out and
build its future.
work together.

2022

After all, if we could do
it alone, we wouldn’t be
thinking big enough.
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“Being part of a partnership requires looking
at the big picture for the benefit of the
common cause.”
Vivek Singh

29.
INTERVIEW WITH VIVEK SINGH
OF IKEA FOUNDATION

VIVEK SINGH

Vivek Singh, Head of Portfolio – Employment and
Entrepreneurship, IKEA Foundation, reflects on the
catalytic partnership with Enviu.

30
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As a philanthropic organization, IKEA Foundation is mindful of several
factors when providing catalytic support to programs that align with
their vision and values. Considering this, in 2019, it took a chance on
the venture-building organization Enviu, which does extensive pilots
to lay down long-term, and resilient frameworks to address social and
environmental issues.
The impact story of an evolving
partnership, IKEA Foundation shares

Why is partnership valuable
to IKEA Foundation?

A strategic and value alignment where the
focus is on people and the planet; a
programmatic approach; well-grounded
methodologies; and strong expertise
— it was these aspects of Enviu that clicked
with IKEA Foundation, and dovetailed with
its expectations. The result was a partnership that began in late 2019.

As a strategic philanthropic
organization, the challenges
that we are trying to address
need large-scale solutions. We recognize that no one has all the resources,
voices, reach, and solutions to bring
about transformative changes alone.
We need shared and collective vision,
values, will, and action to address the
underlying causes of the biggest
challenges we face today — the
pandemic, the climate crisis, and the
increasing inequality.

Since the partnership was formed, both
Enviu and IKEA Foundation have had one
binding aim: “Collectively create new viable
and demonstrable models in the textile
waste and food sectors that protect the
planet and provide sustainable employment
opportunities to people living in poverty,”
says Vivek Singh, Head of Portfolio — Employment and Entrepreneurship, IKEA Foundation.
Today, the impact of this partnership is reflected not just in business models, but in
human lives, and landfills, too. Although still
early stage, the ventures have already
created 2016 jobs, saved 1.334 million litres
of water from being wasted, and diverted
201.000 kilograms of waste from landfill.
And the future looks bright to grow this
impact to a much bigger scale.
As Vivek puts it, IKEA Foundation did not
decide to partner with Enviu; both chose to
work with each other to innovate something concrete. In a freewheeling conversation, he makes a cogent case for why partnerships matter.

What have been your key
learnings from your partnerships
so far?
The power of partnerships is
immense. Partnerships provide
opportunities for members to
learn from each other’s specialist expertise, reduce individual risks, leverage
resources and networks for systems
change, and maximize the impact.
Partnerships and collaborations need
to have a long-term perspective. It
requires patience, mutual respect, trust,
value alignment, and letting go of
individual egos to ensure a level playing
field. Being part of a partnership requires looking at the big picture for the
benefit of the common cause.

2022

Why does IKEA Foundation
choose to work with Enviu?
What excites you about the
work we do together?
We look at it as a two-way
process. Both Enviu and IKEA
Foundation have chosen to work
with each other. So I wouldn’t see it as
IKEA Foundation deciding or choosing to
work with Enviu. A key driver for us has
been the opportunity to work together
with Enviu to co-create models and solutions for a meaningful impact at scale.
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WHAT A THREE-YEAR-OLD IMPACT
PARTNERSHIP ACHIEVED

i
From the partnership in
India, Enviu has built four
ventures, of which one is
also operating in Kenya
and two are being piloted.

When we started having initial conversations with Enviu, there was mutual trust
and alignment in terms of strategy,
programs, and values. That clicked. We
believe we can collectively create concrete solutions to bring about change
while taking risks in starting new ways of
working or supporting innovations.

“It was Enviu’s venturebuilding expertise that drew
us to this partnership.
Enviu has demonstrated
some promising and successful examples — Soko-fresh in
the food waste sector, and
Khaloom and Uptex in the
textile waste area. This gives
an assurance of a sound
methodology and thinking
process behind identifying
ideas, and building companies
out of them with a long-term
perspective.”
Enviu has been a learning organization
and exhibits great agility. This agility is
pivotal in testing new models, quickly
learning from them, correcting the
course while looking at the big picture,
and moving ahead.

i
So far, the ventures have
generated 2016 jobs

(86 full FTEs, 163 indirect jobs
and 1767 informal jobs)
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Enviu has been able to catalyze
impact because of our principle
that partnerships are essential
in bringing about long-lasting
impact. How do you see IKEA
Foundation’s role in the partnership?
We see ourselves playing
a number of roles in the partnership. We play an active
role in providing catalytic support for
innovations to test new ideas as well
as ways of working and addressing
a problem. We act as thought partners and create stronger networks by
connecting the dots with like-minded
organizations to amplify the work and
contribute to ecosystem strengthening. And finally, as part of our catalytic
support, we are working closely with
Enviu, as well as other partners
to generate robust evidence and
measure the impact of our work.
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i

i

Enviu has ideated three
business interventions
and supported one existing start-up in Kenya. The
three business interventions have materialized
into two ventures.

A total of 1.334 million
litres of water were not
wasted, and 398 tonnes of
CO2eq emissions
were avoided.

Were there any particular
challenges in the textile waste
sector, and the post-harvest
food ecosystem that prompted
IKEA Foundation into
a partnership?
A common thread and challenge
has been in addressing textile
and food waste while improving
the livelihoods of informal waste workers,
local artisans, and smallholder farmers.
The challenges are related to reducing
the environmental footprint of waste.
We are working towards optimizing
resource use, reducing waste, or converting waste into a valued resource.
In both sectors, the focus has been on
creating sustainable business models to
improve livelihoods for farmers and informal workers while addressing the problems of food and textile waste.

i
i
Food amounting to 829
tonnes were traded over 2021
and 2022 (YTD) through
FoodFlow interventions.

This means, over 330 tonnes
of food loss was avoided.

On average, smallholder
farmers trading with FoodFlow interventions saw their
income from those trades
increase by 20%.

For example, textile waste is growing in
alarming proportions across many countries. At the same time, it’s an opportunity. It can be a resource for further use. So
how do we create entrepreneurial opportunities that ensure waste can be reused,
and doesn’t get landfilled or burnt, which
could result in environmental damage
and greenhouse gas emissions? The
problem of waste requires a systems
approach. This is where the work on the
textile waste that Enviu is doing with
CAIF (Circular Apparel Innovation
Factory) becomes visionary.
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How do you see the partnership
with Enviu growing in the future,
and how can other foundations,
too, play a role in the future?
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i
Textile waste of 203.000
kg was diverted from
the landfill.

Our partnership with Enviu has
evolved over the past three
years. Our joint initiatives continue to grow through our ongoing
programming in East Africa and India,
to build sustainable ventures in circular
textile waste and food systems.
We see Enviu leveraging our catalytic support to get other stakeholders on
board for scaling up impact. For example,
we have funded the SEED phase of the
circular textile waste model, and it is encouraging to see the interest from a few
other foundations as well as the private
sector.
In terms of playing a role, donor-partnership alignment, too, is critical. It is important for foundations supporting Enviu
to develop good alignment right from the
early stages to ensure a coordinated
approach to funding and support to
Enviu. This will ensure a smooth flow of
funds, seamless programming, and coordinated measurement of impact.

i
The programs have
managed to build
partnerships that have
tripled (almost quadrupled)
the amount of funding
IKEA Foundation provided.
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39.
ALL HANDS ON DECK TO
LAUNCH THE WORLD’S 1st
HYDROGEN FUELED WATER TAXI
How collaboration can overcome the challenges
when driving fundamental change.
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This is the year that passengers boarded the world's first hydrogen
fueled water taxi. The water taxi, which was officially launched on
August 30 in Rotterdam, makes the case for hydrogen as a fuel. More
importantly, it demonstrates that a zero-emission maritime future
isn’t just ambitious, but possible.
One ship at a time

The technology challenge

With the water taxi, Enviu is showcasing a
commercially ready, emission-free solution
for passenger transport by water, which
can be scaled up for larger ships in the
maritime sector. However, challenging the
status quo in a sector as traditional and
siloed as the maritime sector demands
intensive collaboration. Greenhouse gas
emissions, and the resulting global warming, is one of the biggest problems we are
facing as society today. If the maritime
industry were a country, it would be among
the top six producers of greenhouse gas
emissions globally. Waterborne transport
accounts for more than 3% of global emissions, and 10% of all transport emissions.
Needless to say, change is needed.

It took a dream team of partners to make
this “lighthouse venture” a reality. Together
with Flying Fish and Zepp.solutions, we cofounded SWIM with one mission: to develop
hydrogen-electric propulsion systems that
show the way for other developments in
zero-emission sailing.

At Enviu, we have seen in other sectors that
we can drive this kind of large-scale transition by strating with something small and
concrete.

“In the automotive industry, we have been
working on hydrogen powertrains for a long
time,” says Jonas Brendelberger, one of the
founders of Zepp.solutions, which is responsible for the hydrogen fuel cell system in the
water taxi. Their fuel cell systems are already
used in trucks and excavators. “This is our
first boat,” he says.
One of the biggest advantages of a hydrogen-electric boat is that it can be refueled
within minutes, as opposed to batteryelectric boats that often takes hours for
recharging.

”

What can we do today? What can we
learn from that? What business case
can we create based on that? Bringing
innovations to the market requires
action. And changing this traditional
market requires real-life-proof. An icon
such as the water taxi being at the forefront of the necessary transition on
water makes it super tangible.”

Maarten Fonteijn
VENTURE BUILDER AT ENVIU
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The
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boat
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for
9 nine
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can
full tank.
As a result,
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is no with
hassle with
changing
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boats
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are
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It is quite a challenge to put all the
technology into the existing model of
a water taxi. But we have come a long
way.

Jonas Brendelberger

Gijsbert van Marrewijk

ONE OF THE FOUNDERS OF ZEPP.SOLUTIONS,
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE HYDROGEN FUEL
CELL SYSTEM IN THE WATER TAXI

FOUNDER OF FLYING FISH
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Gijsbert van Marrewijk, a co-founder of
Flying Fish, proudly opens some panels in
the cabin to show the technical highlights
of the hydrogen-powered boat. Flying Fish
is responsible for the boat’s electric powertrain.
“This is the cooling system,” Gijsbert says,
pointing to a tangle of hoses and dials.
Under yet another panel is the power
distribution unit designed by Flying Fish.
This distributes the 750 volts to the engine,
battery and the on-board network. This will
ensure that the boat is completely safe.
Meanwhile, in the front of the boat, someone
else is busy connecting wires from the safety
systems under the 'bonnet' to the dashboard
in the wheelhouse. Marrewijk and his team
alternately work on the boat and in the workshop in Delft to test the system.

The infrastructure challenge
Finding partners who can provide the hydrogen infrastructure is as important as testing
the system, Maarten points out.

The Port of Rotterdam has floated a concession tender for a Green Energy Refueling
Station (GERS). In collaboration with the
Port of Rotterdam, Enviu identified the economic, technical, and impact potential of
GERS. GERS will be developed in the RDM
Dokhaven. The dokhaven (dock harbor) is
the centerpiece of the innovation cluster in
Rotterdam, strategically located to refuel
our SWIM hydrogen water taxi on a daily
basis.

The ‘scaling up’ challenge
In the end, the main challenge is actually
not the technology or infrastructure; it will
take time, but it will come. The biggest
challenge is actually scaling up.
“The need of the hour is more applications
to make new technologies competitive. Diesel is extremely cheap and compact. It is a
tough competitor if the new technology does
not have the right scalability and/or rewards. Also, both regulators and passengers
are quite unfamiliar with hydrogen as a fuel,
leading to questions about safety and uncertainty regarding regulatory requirements.
“We need pioneers to show them how it can
work. And we need pioneers to break through
the stalemate situation of costs and scale.
You need scale to bring the costs down, and
you need lower costs to bring scale,” says
Maarten.
This is what the SWIM team has been working on. Using the watertaxi as a well-defined
case, together with the Port of Rotterdam,
the team is investigating how the safety
requirements will have to be adapted. Once
we know that, we can look into regulations
for other ships, adds Maarten.

Maarten Fonteijn
VENTURE BUILDER AT ENVIU
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All hands on deck
If the watertaxi project with the prototype of SWIM’s hydrogen electric powertrain shows us one thing, it’s that we
cannot do this alone.
This lesson is at the heart of everything
we do under Thrust. The partners we
bring together are vital to the success
of our ventures and projects — technical
partners to develop innovative solutions; public and private partners to
enable their working; and funders to
fuel the change.
With the hydrogen electric water taxi,
we broke through ‘the chicken or egg’
problem of supply and demand for a
new fuel like hydrogen. That is only
possible because of our partners, who
share both our vision of a zero carbon
footprint maritime sector and a bold
and entrepreneurial mindset. And so,
by collaborating on one small boat,
we have taken a big step towards
our common goal.
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45.
EXPONENTIAL GROWTH,
EXPONENTIAL IMPACT
In the beginning, it takes time to set up partnerships,
get the technology working, and develop a business
model. However, once scaled, the impact grows
exponentially. Here, we illustrate the evolving result
of this systemic yet exponential growth in some of
our ventures.
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Koinpack
In 2021

By 2025

2,500,000

64,600

single-use sachets have been avoided per year by
working with 20 warungs and peer-to-peer sellers

single-use sachets are estimated
to be avoided in total

2025

2024

This covers 1,5 international football fields

2023

2022

2021

This covers 4% of an international football field
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By 2025

41,000,000 kg
textile waste expected is to be
collected and sorted

In 2021

186,000 kg

It’s about 182 times as heavy as the Statue of Liberty (without the base)

textile waste was recycled and sorted for Kenya and India each year
by working together with partners like Concordia Textiles, Purfi,
GIZ, CAIF, IKEA Foundation, and DOEN Foundation

x 182

This is nearly as heavy as the Statue of Liberty (without the base)

2025

2024

2023

=
2022

2021

=
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FoodFlow

By 2025

4750 tons

fruits & vegetables loss estimated
to be reduced and traded

In 2021

This is nearly 24 blue whales

3 tons

fruits & vegetables loss reduced and traded by working together

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

with 2900 smallholder farmers, increasing their income by 20%
It’s about 1/100th of a blue whale
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55.
REWEAVING A TEXTILE VALUE
CHAIN TOGETHER WITH
PARTNERS
Inclusive, transparent, circular: How Enviu’s
global Reweave Program is redesigning the
textile industry.
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“These waste pieces here,
we use it in a better way,
instead of throwing it away
as waste on the roadside
and polluting the environment. We collect it in the
right way.” This explanation
comes not from a brand’s
sustainability manager but
from Jency, one of the many
women textile waste sorters
working at Enviu’s sorting
centre in the Indian city of
Chennai.
“I have not studied enough
to become a manager; I have
been educated only till 10th
grade. (Babu) Sir made me
the second supervisor. He
also told me that I have
a career path to grow,”
beams Jency.
As Enviu’s Reweave program
team recently visited the
all-women sorting centre,
which is part of its Uptex

IMPACT MAGAZINE

“These are some of the great
success stories that we are
looking to build upon to
create more such cases and
opportunities for other
For instance, 31-year-old
Sarla beamed how she enjoys women,” said Vivek, as he
training and supervising new explained why a philanthropic
foundation like the IKEA
joiners, patiently explaining
the cloth differences, and the Foundation partnered with
Enviu’s Reweave program.
processes, and thereafter
letting them try and learn.
“Caring for people and the
planet is part of Enviu’s
Lakshmi, Nagamma,
Rajeshwari, and Valli, too, are purpose,” said Shyam Sunder,
a venture builder with the
among the women workers
Reweave program. “This purwho are joining the force to
pose has been guiding us in
create a strong value chain
finding solutions for waste
for textile waste in India.
and waste workers, which are
scalable, impactful and
“The focus on women manprofitable.”
agers is significant in these
value chains—how they grow,
take up different roles, and
become role models for
others,” said Vivek Singh, the
Head of Portfolio — Employment and Entrepreneurship,
IKEA Foundation.
venture, such stories of empowerment came tumbling
out.

2022

Focusing on the
Global South

57

supply chains is, therefore,
a key pillar of the Reweave
program.

Apart from India, Enviu’s
Reweave program also runs
similar initiatives in Kenya.
Organizing the value
Soon, the program will make
chain for textile waste
its first foray into Bangladesh,
too.
“If you draw a map of the
value chain of the textile
Reweave focuses on textile
waste in India, you will find
hubs in the Global South that there are many spots where
face a double burden of their there is very little knowledge
own domestically generated
of where the waste is coming
waste as well as waste exfrom, and where it is going,”
ported from other countries.
noted Vivek.
These countries have done
well in terms of building
local supply chains to manage this waste, Reweave has
now stepped in to help them
better organize this, as well as
to meet the textile industry’s
growing needs of organizations, traceability, and technology solutions. Connecting
local systems with global

One of the traditional challenges in creating a wasteproof value chain is organizing informal workers in the
whole ecosystem, so that
they, too, see the business
potential of textile waste.
Then comes finding the right
technology that can meet
the evolving challenges such
as blending textile waste into

a virgin quality fabric.
“How do we bring the private
sector on board? How do we
work with governments to
create more conducive
policy frameworks to go from
successful pilots to a large
scale?” Vivek raises a few
points.
In the absence of that knowledge and awareness of the
entire value chain, it becomes
difficult to think about a textile waste value chain that
works, he said.
Addressing these conundrums
is a herculean task, especially
in a country like India, which
is one of the largest producers, employers, and consumers of garments and textiles.
Besides, the waste economy
in India is informal and unorganized, where the local
recyclers and aggregators
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tackle the additional burden of second-hand chain and building a domestic supply chain
clothes and rags exported from other coun- in India, Kenya, and Bangladesh. This new
tries, including the US.
supply chain will take care of domestically
generated pre-and post-consumer textile
waste, while creating better quality liveliHowever, it is not an impossible task either,
hood for the waste workers. The outcome
as Enviu has been able to demonstrate
is promising so far.
through its Reweave ventures. Through the
Reweave program, Enviu has been focusing
on building venture models that are sustain- While Enviu implements a top-down
able and replicable.
approach (focusing on building the venture),
our partner organizations such as CAIF
follow a bottom-up approach, which is
skilling and capability building for waste
Collaboration and
workers. Our technological partner has been
ensuring that almost all types, sizes and
partnership for change
colors of textile scraps are converted into
yarns, which, in turn, are used to make new
Enviu has been collaborating with funding
clothes. With each step, the team is buildpartners such as GIZ and IKEA Foundation,
ing that ecosystem, or a model, so that
and industry partner Circular Apparel Innomore brands can plug into it, more waste
vation Factory (CAIF) to build long-lasting
management teams can learn from us and
and innovative solutions that turn waste
replicate this model, and more recyclers
into resources and waste workers into
and solution providers can enter the Indian
entrepreneurs. The partnership has been
market.
plugging the existing gaps in the value

“We also see interesting opportunities
in closing the textile waste loop for
industries; for example, in hospitality,
healthcare, and manufacturing sectors,
which use large quantities of textiles
that are disposed of. There is a great
potential to offer textiles as a service,
rather than as outright purchases.
So, following the cradle-to-cradle
approach is especially important
when the textile ecosystem is just
getting established in India,”
says Shyam.
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203.000 kg
of textile waste
was diverted from
the landfills in
India.

Over 200
jobs have been
created.

CONNECTING THE DOTS IN
AN OTHERWISE FRAGMENTED
TEXTILE ECOSYSTEM.
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SOURCING TEXTILE WASTE: BY 2024 COLLECT 40 MILLION KGS OF
PRE-CONSUMER, POST-PRODUCTION, AND POST-CONSUMER TEXTILE WASTE

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR RECOVERING
VALUE FROM TEXTILE WASTE

BRANDS & MANUFACTURERS

Brands and manufacturers like H&M and Arvind provide
us with their textile waste and are committed to buying
back the rejuvenated and recycled fibers to close their
production loop.
We want to ensure traceability
and transparency in the entire
chain. We will be looking for a
technology partner(s) to initiate
pilots at a later stage when a large
part of the chain is structured.

1.
WASTE MANAGEMENT ORGANISATIONS (HOUSEHOLDS)

We’re working with the waste management organizations to make sure post-consumer
waste is collected and aggregated. To create a first-of-its-kind value chain to collect
and re-use domestically generated post-consumer waste. This is a huge point of leakage
of textile waste into landfills. The waste management organizations are embedded in the
local communities and are the best and perhaps only capable parties to carry this out.

2.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR
RECOVERING VALUE FROM TEXTILE WASTE

Enabling market entry for these companies is
important to recover as much value from waste
as possible. PurFi, for example, is one of the few
technologies that can rejuvenate waste into as
good as virgin-quality fibers.

3.
4.
SOLUTION PROVIDERS
TRAININGS

SORTING CENTERS

These trained experts go on to train
and lead the next cohorts of grassroots waste workers. This group mostly
comprises women. Due to this work,
they are able to grow into more senior
management positions, breaking the
male-dominated textile sector.

We build sorting
centers and other business
models to effectively manage all kinds of textile
waste with the help of funding partners like GIZ,
P4G, and IKEA Foundation. These are India’s firstof-its-kind textile management hubs with all
women employees. With this, we’re building a blueprint and methodology for textile waste management, which will be shared as an open source with
the industry. Enviu’s programmatic methodology
for venture building allows us to use grants as
patient capital, which is essential to test new
business models.

SORTING WASTE: BY 2025 CREATE
AND IMPACT 7500 LIVELIHOODS

There are many different
solution providers who
turn the sorted textile
waste into new products.

5.

DOWNCYCLING

Right now, 41% of textile waste is downcycled, incinerated
or landfilled. We try to limit downcycling so that the loop is
fully closed. But right now, to avoid waste being landfilled or
burned, there are downcyclers who turn textile waste into
isolation or stuffing materials, cleaning cloths or industrial
products.
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63.
HOW MISSION REUSE IS MAKING
REUSABLES THE NEW NORMAL
With numerous partners, the Mission Reuse program
is building a reusable system.
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5 million
coffee
cups
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AMSTERDAM

Thea van Unen, Enviu’s PR Specialist who has been actively involved in
Mission Reuse, writes how the program is making her rethink her own
personal choices, and the impact such a ‘mission’ is likely to have on our
lives and the environment.
It is early morning on a rainy day. I’m catching the train to work, still a bit sleepy, and
tempted to buy a cup of coffee on the way.
Since working on our Mission Reuse program,
I know that this moment —the ‘need’ for a
coffee — results in millions of coffee cups
being thrown away in The Netherlands every
single morning. To put a number to this, it is:

2022
2022

It has become an unnecessary luxury
that we have gotten so habituated to
in the past decade.
And that is just the tip of the iceberg
— a man-made iceberg of takeaway
boxes, single-use diapers, single-use
plastic packaging in supermarkets,
and disposable cups at festivals.
The good news is, today, these
plastics can easily be replaced
with reusable alternatives. In
fact, we have alternatives at our
disposal. What is needed are
policies and regulations,
consumer awareness
of reusables, and
profitable business models for
entrepreneurs.

Connecting awareness, lobbying, and
business modelling

Surfing the
wa[y]ve on singleuse coffee cups

How can we build such an
ecosystem to anchor reusable packaging in our society for good? Enter Natuur
& Milieu, Recycling Netwerk
Benelux, and Enviu.

Last June, we teamed up
with Plastic Soup Surfer to
raise awareness for the
millions of coffee cups that
we throw away every morning.

The three organizations
decided to work together on
Mission Reuse for a reason.
Enviu knows how to build
successful companies out
of innovative ideas that
stimulate circularity.
Recycling Netwerk Benelux
is a specialist in the field
of lobby and legislation for
more sustainable materials
and models like reuse.
Natuur & Milieu works
together with stakeholders,
companies, and the government to create awareness
for the reuse transition.

BRUSSELS

The Plastic Soup Surfer
made a surfboard using
discarded single-use coffee
cups. He surfed 385 kilometres all the way from
Brussels to Amsterdam.
That is the exact distance
you cover when you make a
single line out of the five
million cups that are discarded every day. In this
case, the coffee cups were
the symbol of the single-use
society we have nowadays.

In Ghent, the Mission Reuse
team met with European
Commission Vice-President
Frans Timmermans, and in
The Hague, State Secretary
Together, we make reusables for Infrastructure and
Water Management Vivianne
visible, accessible, and
Heijnen welcomed the team
affordable for all via the
and publicly agreed to stop
transition program, Mission
the usage of single-use
Reuse.
coffee cups within the
ministry. At several pitstops,
Our focus market is the
Netherlands at the moment; the team was welcomed by
local governments and busibut hey, if we can make it
ness owners, all publicly
there, we can make it
announcing their commitanywhere!
ment to moving towards
a reusable system.
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Why Mission Reuse is relevant
today, and for the future

Why we continue to work
together

The sustained effort of our Mission Reuse
team, and several other stakeholders, to
make reusables the norm has yielded
results. The Dutch government has said
that by July 2023, restaurants, catering
companies, and festivals cannot give
customers single-use plastic cups and
food packaging free of charge. They must
offer reusable alternatives, including those
that can be returned with a deposit, or
another return system.

The above campaigns exemplify the results
of working together.Combining lobbying
with business modelling, testing and piloting
solutions, helps to implement changes that
work.

Several other countries such as the United
Kingdom, India, China, and other European
Union (EU) nations too, have banned
single-use plastics.
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For consumers, it means these solutions still
offer convenience. For business owners, it
means they won’t lose income, they serve
their clients better, and they influence laws
and regulations to expedite the implementation of a new economy: one that serves
people and the planet.

Sure, banning single-use plastics is a
positive step toward reducing plastic
pollution. Sure, creating a reusable system
is feasible, at least in theory.
However, it is potholed with logistical
challenges. Mission Reuse has been piloting
projects for a reusable ecosystem.
Currently, the team is piloting waste-free
educational institutions, where students
buy our partner’s reusable cups, scan the
QR code on the lid using the free app, and
return the coffee cups at certain returning
points. Another partner then handles the
logistics and washing of these cups at their
washing facility.
The team is piloting this system to scale
it, and make the transition away from
single-use plastics easier. Through trials
and errors, we are laying down a nuanced
framework that can be replicated in any
country.

So, we work now, and party
tomorrow, waste-free.

THE MISSION
REUSE DREAM
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Make reusable packaging
visible, accessible and affordable
for consumers and companies in
everything they do and use daily.
Here’s what a day with everything reusable
looks like:

69

Drink and eat from reusable
cups and food packaging at
a music festival.

Clean with detergent
from your reusable
bottles.

Buy a coffee to-go at the
station in a reusable cup.

Order takeaway in
reusable containers.

17:30

Receive a package in
reusable materials.

Get groceries from
refillable containers.

Change your kid’s
reusable diaper.

Because reuse is
the new normal.
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When you need to
innovate, you need
collaboration.

-Marissa Mayer

71.
WHY COLLABORATION
BETWEEN COMPANIES AND A
VENTURE STUDIO IS A WIN-WIN
How Enviu builds solutions for corporates to help
them realize their commitment towards net-zero
impact.
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enterprises to accelerate the
There is a real and growing
demand among corporate players change.
across the globe—both big and
small—to adapt their business
models and value chains for long- Innovation is our
term sustainability. Businesses
bread and butter
are making the commitment to
do things purposively.
Innovating for sustainability
requires a distinct set of skills
This is driven by three crucial
that are typically not within the
factors: consumers who expect
core competencies of large corbusinesses to represent their
porations, but are our bread and
values; a growing tide of legislabutter here at Enviu.
tion; and the undeniable visibility
of the challenges we face. More
We have the entrepreneurial exso now than ever, companies are
pertise, the ability to test, move
attempting to bring sustainable
and pivot quickly, as well as a
practices into their core business deep, contextual understanding
and value chain, making commit- of the issues within a given value
ments to the Sustainable Develchain.
opment Goals (SDGs), and
pledging to achieve net-positive
When we start building a soluimpact.
tion at Enviu, we start with a close
investigation of the market, the
Corporates hold irreplaceable
issue, and its root causes.
resources. Their deep understanding of their given industry is tied
In an entrepreneurial manner, we
to the infrastructure and capital
then ideate, build, and validate
needed to realize the necessary profitable models that address
change. However, leading organi- these root causes, while poised to
zations to fundamental change
scale.
is easier said than done. Such
commitments that companies
This entrepreneurial process is
make often throw them into a
simply not available to most
quandary because of their struc- companies, due to their structure,
ture, nature, and legacy. Their
culture, and the need to avoid any
pledges and commitments force
risks to their brand or reputation.
them to challenge their current
products, the value they add as a In this way, Enviu can act as an
company and business models,
innovation vessel for corporates,
their expertise, and their traditional rapidly testing solutions to their
thought process. It could even re- issue and ambition. The risk is
quire them to reimagine their core small, and the potential is great.
business.
If a business solution fails to work,
it is simply discarded. However, if
Those serious about building a
validated, it is poised for rapid
sustainable future already know
and profitable scale—as a standthat we have limited time to act.
alone venture within the value
They seek inspiration and collabo- chain, or integrated with the
ration with innovative impact
company's business.
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The proof of the pudding
They say that the proof of the pudding is in the eating. So, we have listed three
venture-building projects that we are or have been building with corporates:

LOCATION

CORPORATE

Indonesia

One of the top three global FMCGs

We have done rapid on-the-ground testing, and prototyping of two innovative reuse solutions to realize in-depth customer insights, and pivot towards
an internationally scalable packaging model. We have run multiple pilots, and
are now in the process of testing the model at a larger scale. The aim is to
develop a standalone venture, with the client as the international scaling
partner and launching customer.

LOCATION

CORPORATE

The Netherlands

A leading leather producer

We have been finding and testing breakthrough solutions to reduce pollution
and health issues in the leather industry, without jeopardizing the current
market position and partnerships of the corporate. Enviu has explored,
designed, validated, and built a new sustainable tanning agent, including
setting up the supply chain, and the first sales. The product is now successfully sold in the market under a separate brand name.

LOCATION

CORPORATE

The Netherlands

A top-tier port in the Netherlands

We have created a pragmatic design and prototype of a hydrogen fueling
station within the harbor in the Netherlands. Enviu has brought several partners together to design a viable model, and is currently assisting in fundraising for implementation.
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A win-win
Over the past few years, we have acted as
an innovation partner for many companies
in retail, FMCG (fast-moving consumer
goods), textiles, fashion, the maritime
industry, and more. Accelerating and derisking the process of exploring solutions
along the value chain, we use our 18 years of
venture building to ideate, build, and validate
business solutions that solve corporate problems and support their goals in a sustainable
and profitable way.
With our mission in mind—to drive an
economy serving people and the planet
—we aim to actively grow our collaboration
with corporations. We are combining the
reach, scale, and knowledge of the company
with Enviu’s expertise and experience in
entrepreneurially designing, validating and
building new business models to:

1.

Help transform the corporate
into a future-proof (growth)
model and/or value chain with
net-positive impact.

2.

Advance Enviu’s impact.

3.

Accelerate the transition
to sustainable markets.

Now,
this is a
perfect
win-win
situation.
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The strength
of the team is
each individual
member.
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The strength
of each
member is
the team.
– Phil Jackson
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LET’S BE PARTNERS IN ACTION
Are you a philanthropist or foundation
eager to create systemic change?
Are you a venture capitalist or fund
manager looking for scalable investments
for fundamental impact?
Are you a corporate or SME truly committed
to developing a 100% circular business and
value chain?

How about a partnership
with Enviu?
We will keep driving positively disruptive change.
We will continue to prove and build markets with
positive impact. We need a diverse set of funding
and industry partners to plug the gaps with
actionable solutions and bring them to scale,
together.
Do reach out to explore how we can join forces
in this pursuit.

CONTACT
info@enviu.org
www.enviu.org
+31 (0) 10 288 79 70
@Enviu
@Enviu
@Enviu
@Enviu –Innovators in Sustainability
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we build
world changing
companies

